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INTRODUCTION

Born in Yunyang, Sichuan and a graduate from Sichuan Fine Art Institute, Tao Hui currently lives
and works in Beijing, China. With an initial degree in Oil Painting, Tao traversed into the ar t of
video and installation, drawing from personal memories, visual experiences and popular culture
to weave an experimental visual narration, the focus of which is often our collective experience.
Running throughout his work is a sense of misplacement vis-à-vis social identity, gender status,
ethnicity and cultural crisis, prompting the audience to face their own cultural histories and
living conditions.
Located in the northeast of Chongqing in China, Yunyang borders the Sichuan Basin whose
cultural environment constitutes a melting pot of collected memories, folklore, hearsay, and
reality. Subtly evolving beyond these cornerstones is Tao’s practice, which comprises multiple
captures along a singular sequence: a flutter of the imagination, a nonsensical remark, a day in
passing. ‘1 Character & 7 Materials’ (2015), for instance, features seven 1-minute videos conceived
from Tao’s journal, depicting ethnic minority girls in the rain, a journalist interviewing a corpse,
and a spirit cruising a river. These visual fragments flesh out an achronological narrative that
prompts re-choreography and exploration, both imaginative and actual, of a parallel universe
subject to the audience’s experience of the work.
An aspiring ﬁlmmaker, who perchance took oil painting as an initial standing point, Tao was exposed
for the formative parts of his early years to a fascination with television as a portal to the world beyond
rural Yunyang. Citing domestic TV shows as inspiration, Tao’s cinematography explores our existence in
light of increased digitisation, as well as the status of television as a cathartic twist on the trials rooted in
daily life. As such, Tao prompts considerations regards the dynamics between life and theatricality: is life
imitating art, or is art documenting life? ‘The Acting Tutorial’ (2014) depicts a group of women reenacting,
under the direction of a drama teacher, emotionally problematic situations such as a break-up, a ﬁre, or
obstructed labour. The students’ resulting distress references Jacob Levy Moreno’s psychodrama, which
emphasises the analysis and liberation of suppressed feelings. Blurring the line between imagination
and reality in a dramatisation of obstructed labour, the actresses burn one of their own to death.
In 2017 Tao Hui was nominated for HUGO BOSS Asia Art Award for Emerging Artists, where he presented
‘Hello, ﬁnale!’ (2017), a video installation conceived from his residency in Japan. Multiple screens depict
nine people from all walks of life across Japanese society – including a waiter, a school girl, a child, a
religious ascetic and a media professional – engaging in phone conversations about endings and death.
The nine videos on display, which share no actual connection, lead to individual contemplation of each
piece whilst alluding to the incomplete stories of the protagonists as well as their possible interrelations.
Seemingly further away from his initial aspirations, Tao has in fact created a realm of possibilities
beyond the conceived limits of television and ﬁlm using the language of video, installation and audience
engagement. ‘Hello, ﬁnale!’ elevates the experimental concept behind ‘1 Character & 7 Materials’, bringing
to transcendence Tao’s visual semiosis. Deconstructive in its essence and raw in its narrative, Tao’s
storytelling continues to evolve from the imagery in ‘1 Character & 7 Materials’ through life as seen in
‘Hello, ﬁnale!’, opening the ﬂoodgates to – and testing – the cornerstones of our own remits of cognisance.
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How we live and relate to each other in light of increased digitisation is at the core of ‘Rhythm and Senses’,
the ﬁrst solo exhibition of Tao Hui (b. 1987, Chongqing) at Edouard Malingue Gallery, Hong Kong. Tao Hui is a
Chinese artist born in the city of Chongqing. Using the language of video and installation, Tao Hui expresses
collective experience, the focus of which is often social identity, gender status, ethnicity and cultural
crisis. Running throughout his work is a sense of misplacement, prompting the audience to face their own
cultural histories, living conditions and social identities. Exploring the pace of our present existence and our
responses to such, Tao Hui navigates through four distinct works the unstable complications we face, our
shifting perceptions as well as spiritual needs.

In the ﬁnal room the last two works are presented concurrently and relate to truths. “White Building” (2019) is
an installation presenting a control panel of western modernist style, a display that contrasts with its content
that depicts across a series of screens the native Huanghe waist drum dance and the area’s surrounding
natural scenery. By presenting a humanist tradition and its origins in a manner that alludes to power, Tao Hui
highlights the duality of ‘the screen’ as presented by ‘Screen as Display Body’ (2019) in the ﬁrst room, but
also alludes to the manipulation of what we see, feel and do. This consideration is further emphasised by
the series of photographs hanging on the walls that present through laser holography architectural models
rendered with exacting precision. The works address our relationship with nature and question our modern
ways of sensing, through sight and touch, while pointing to truth and how we seek it amidst the virtual.

‘Rhythm and Senses’ is a dissection of our contemporary condition in four parts, ﬂeshing out the pulse of
contemporary being, actually and virtually, and how it has impacted society. Sliding PVC doors carve the
exhibition area into three sections, leading to individual contemplation of each piece. A sense of solitary
viewership pervades, a state that relates to our personal experience in relation to an increasingly digitised
world in which we are bubbled, yet linked. Tao Hui hints to a continued element of association, however,
through the clear blue slithers in each wall slide that permit peering between each section, an allusion to our
fractured yet existent connectivity.

Ultimately, ‘Rhythm and Senses’ is an exploration of being. Using the language of dance, song, entertainment,
nature, exchange – all the things that make humans human – Tao Hui addresses the propagation of humanity
and its reformulation in the context of the digital age. Mounting a critique rather than being critical per se,
Tao Hui prompts a sense of awareness as to ourselves, our habits and our surroundings. A prompt that points
to a state of fracturing but also highlights the strings interconnecting our contemporary society.

Entering the ﬁrst space is ‘Screen as Display Body’ (2019), which sets the exhibition’s digital tone, presenting
four screens on the ﬂoor aboard a shopping trolley, which respectively show the key tones of display pixels:
red, blue, green and white. The core components of visual dissemination, Tao Hui points to how these
colours are responsible for the way we view the world whether through our eyes in real life or digitally. The
work, however, equally addresses how the screen can be considered a work in itself, elevating its status and
value. Moreover, through its multifaceted use, Tao Hui addresses how it can be both a tool for entertainment
and political control.

Tao Hui was born in Yunyang, Chongqing, China. He graduated from Sichuan Fine Arts Institute with a
BFA in Oil Painting in 2010 and currently lives and works in Beijing, China. He won the special award of
Contemporary Art Archive from Sichuan Fine Arts Institute in 2008 and ‘Art Sanya & Huayu Youth Award’
in Sanya in 2015. He also won the grand prize of 19th “Contemporary Art Festival Sesc Videobrasil”, and
was shortlisted for “HUGO BOSS ASIA ART Award for Emerging Asian Artists” and International Competition
sector of the KINO DER KUNST festival in 2017. His solo exhibitions include OCAT Xi’an, Xi’an, China, 2017;
UCCA, Beijing, China, 2015. Group exhibitions include 11th Shanghai Biennale’, PSA, Shanghai, China, 2016;
Fondation Louis Vuitton, Paris, France, 2016; chi K11Art Space, Shanghai, China, 2016; ‘Contemporary Art
Festival Sesc Videobrasil: Southern Panoramas’, São Paulo, Brazil, 2013, 2015.

Our individual yet collective condition as inﬂuenced by digitisation is poignantly captured in ‘Pulsating
Atom’ (2019), an installation composed of a tall screen that presents a commonplace, middle-aged gala
singer conveying fractions of everyday life to the rhythm of short movie clips. The work relates to the frenzy
of social networking, more speciﬁcally the Chinese phenomenon ‘Tiktok’, an app that shares short video
clips that people can view, produce, reproduce and share. The gala singer and the clips share no actual
connection, much in the way the people who relate to each other via these short clips, building on each
other’s contributions. As such, and as highlighted by the work’s title, it addresses the atomisation of society
as well as the dissonance between greater exchange and increased solitude.
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Untitled (holographic building 01)
搁겗(Ⰼ䜂䒊眠01)
2019
Hologram, glass
Ⰼ䜂伡䕧梯槴
25 x 15 cm

Untitled (holographic building 02)
搁겗(Ⰼ䜂䒊眠02)
2019
Hologram, glass
Ⰼ䜂伡䕧梯槴
25 x 15 cm

Screen as Display Body
㾓䍋⡲捀㾝爙⚺넒
2019
LED screens, trolley
LED㾓䍋䩛䲀鮦
Dimensions variable
㽯㼄♶㹁

Pulsating Atom
騥⹛涸⾲㶩
2019
Single channel HD video, color, sound
㋲걽麤넞幡䕙蒀剣耪ꏖ⫸
14 min 12 sec
Watch video
錙溏鋕걽
Password: EMGTH123

Pulsating Atom
騥⹛涸⾲㶩
2019
Single channel HD video, color, sound
㋲걽麤넞幡䕙蒀剣耪ꏖ⫸
14 min 12 sec
Watch video
錙溏鋕걽
Password: EMGTH123
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14 min 12 sec
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騥⹛涸⾲㶩
2019
Single channel HD video, color, sound
㋲걽麤넞幡䕙蒀剣耪ꏖ⫸
14 min 12 sec
Watch video
錙溏鋕걽
Password: EMGTH123

Pulsating Atom
騥⹛涸⾲㶩
2019
Single channel HD video, color, sound
㋲걽麤넞幡䕙蒀剣耪ꏖ⫸
14 min 12 sec
Watch video
錙溏鋕걽
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Pulsating Atom
騥⹛涸⾲㶩
2019
Single channel HD video, color, sound
㋲걽麤넞幡䕙蒀剣耪ꏖ⫸
14 min 12 sec
Watch video
錙溏鋕걽
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White Building
涯蒀䒊眠
2019
Video installation, sound, wood, LED screen, speaker
ꏖ⫸酤縨剣耪加勞㾓䍋갉盲
Watch video
錙溏鋕걽
Password: EMGTH123

White Building
涯蒀䒊眠
2019
Video installation, sound, wood, LED screen, speaker
ꏖ⫸酤縨剣耪加勞㾓䍋갉盲
Watch video
錙溏鋕걽
Password: EMGTH123

Film Screening II
佞僥**
Group Exhibition 纈㾝

Edouard Malingue Gallery, Hong Kong
꼛ⲳ殥䐤 껺度
26.07 - 06.09.18

Edouard Malingue Gallery (Hong Kong) is pleased to present the second edition of ‘Film
Screening’, a summer programme initiated in 2017 focusing on moving image. This iteration
brings together six artists from Hong Kong to China to Taiwan and features works such as ‘The
Prophet’ (2016) by Su Yu-Hsien, ‘The World of Yesterday’ (2017) by Ko Sin Tung, ‘Double Talk’
(2018) by Tao Hui, ‘Forest, A Man, A Baby & Aristocratic Life’ (2015) by Evelyn Wang, ‘Wong
Ping’s Fables 1’ (2018) by Wong Ping and ‘Tell Me What You Want’ (2017) by Yu Cheng-Ta. By
presenting this group of filmmakers simultaneously, the film series aims to urge a deeper
contemplation of each practice and allow for the possibility of dialogue between their oeuvres.
Taiwanese ar tist Su Yu-Hsien primarily addresses the people and elements around him. By
measuring the difference between himself and the other, life and media, he creates distance
and a place for subjectivation, thinking about how to achieve a state of Zen without chasing
after it vigorously. It is precisely this sense of incredible confidence that he seeks to pursue. ‘The
Prophet’ (2016) is a restaging of an old play created in 1965, originally written by the Taiwanese
avant-garde ar tist Huang Hua-Cheng (1935-1996) as one of the first series of performances
organised by the magazine ‘Theatre Quarterly’ in the Cardinal Tien Cultural Centre of Taipei, a
marker of the beginning of Taiwan’s postwar experimental theatre. The playwright had hoped to
break traditional theatre modes and proceed according to the scenes described in the script but
it was not adopted by the director at the time. As such, Su Yu-Hsien decided in 2016 to invite two
of the original performers back to the scene and restage the “absent” parts of the play. In ‘The
Prophet’, the viewer observes as the couple go to watch the stage play only there are no actors,
only light and shadow, movements of the curtains and pulley sounds onstage. The aged male and
female protagonists talk in the audience seats and the dialogue expresses the spiritual split of
the modernist intellectuals. After a lapse of half a century, ‘The Prophet’ is a re-understanding of
the narrative outside the original story as well as an attempt to interpret its absence once again.
Moving over to Hong Kong, Ko Sin Tung is concerned with the impact of ‘things’ and investigates,
through a myriad of mediums and materials, including moving image, the psychological influences
private objects project and the idiosyncratic functions they’ve been personally channeled to fulfill.
Observing the city’s inhabitants and their close-quarters, she identifies with curiosity their values
as dictated through the items they treasure and keep, slowly observing how these objects mirror
ways of life, or in the very least, illustrate what is expected for living. ‘The World of Yesterday’ (2017)
is a double-channel video that reflects upon the relationship between technology and modern
life. The imagery she employs such as, a sink, a building, a street scene, comes for the most par t
from everyday life, all to the poetic and reflective subtitled narration of the observer. She employs
the binary colours of blue and red – a visual cue that plays off the subtitles urging a need to
look back and remark on the speeds of change. Ultimately, the film maps an urban environment,
weaving its visual ordinariness with commentary that seems related yet detached, as if remarking
on the existence of non-interacting worlds or the contemporary call for systematic adaption.

Tao Hui is a Chinese ar tist born in the city of Chongqing who uses the creative language of imagery
and installation ar t to express collective experience, the focus of which is often social identity,
gender status, ethnic issues and cultural crisis. Par ticular to his practice is a reflection upon the
cultural psychology and aesthetic needs of society today in metaphorical ways. The scenes he
creates are mostly absurd and even exaggerated; cer tain characters appear, each of which have
certain metaphorical qualities, such as tarot cards and the spiritual colours of major emotions.
Running throughout his work is a sense of “misplacement”, prompting the audience to face their
own cultural histories, living conditions and social identities. In the work ‘Double Talk’ (2018), Tao
Hui shows an interest in K-Pop culture, using a double-screen video installation to depict the story
of a Korean singer idol who rises from death. Through a Q&A session with a journalist living after
him, the ar tist explores how popular culture and mass media can have an impact on individuals.
Born in Chengdu, Evelyn Taocheng Wang is a Chinese ar tist who currently works and lives in
the Netherlands. Her works explore her identification as transgender and wander around the
boundary of matter and spirit, between virtual reality and the creation of fantasy. At the core
of her practice is the notion of cultural relativity of the body as well as the change of its
representation with that of time and place. ‘Forest, A Man, A Baby & Aristocratic Life’ (2015) is
based on the 10th century Japanese folklore ‘The Tale of the Bamboo Cutter’ in which an old,
childless bamboo cutter called Taketori no Okina finds a little baby girl in a luminous stalk of
bamboo and names her “Kaguya-hime (Princess Kaguya)” who grows into a woman of ordinary
size and extraordinary beauty in just three months. As the tale goes, five princes approach Taketori
no Okina requesting to marry the beautiful Kaguya-hime. She promises to marry the one who
manages to bring her her favourite treasures but ultimately they all fail due to their incapabilities
and deceptions. The Emperor of Japan, Mikado, then asks her to marry him but she equally
rejects him. In the end, Kaguya-hime returns to the Moon, leaving the everyman in disbelief
and her ear thly foster parents in tears. Evelyn Wang modifies aspects of the original narrative
inter weaving its composition with her own life and personal experiences. Fairy tales have certain
moral connotations and are often full of familiar cultural references. As such, this is a vehicle that
can be reconstructed continuously and used for Evelyn Wang’s exploration of gender, society,
culture and identity, as well as the patterns and cinematic styles of theatre through images.
Hong Kong artist Wong Ping uses flashing, pop-like imagery juxtaposed with visual and auditory
narrations to explicitly touch upon sex, politics and social relations. Building a fantastical
animation world, Wong Ping combines the crass and the colourful to mount a discourse around
repressed sexuality, personal sentiments and political limitations. Hong Kong born and raised,
he creates alter motifs for his obser vations of society, from teenage to adulthood, using a visual
language that sits on the border of shocking and amusing. ‘Wong Ping’s Fables 1’ (2018) is
a collection of three vignettes employing animals as the allegorical characters to touch upon
various conditions of society: the first a loveless relationship between a tor toise and an elephant;
the second a chicken police officer with Tourette Syndrome who soars by being instafamous
only to fall from grace dramatically because of excessive media attention; the third a tree
who is mentally battling with a cockroach as it scares the poor little tree to death on a bus.

Yu Cheng-Ta from Taiwan often involves verbal communication with the subjects and viewers in
a play ful manner to create the concept of “life theatre”, that is, deliberately setting up real life
situations as the shooting scenes. The work ‘Tell Me What You Want’ (2017) is about the exchange
of sights, desires, friendships and needs between a traveler and a foreign culture. It starts with
David on the streets of Malate in Manila, as an outsider, gradually developing friendships with
the “Marketing Coordinators” active among the local streets. The various transactions that have
arisen from the filming, as well as the relationships and processes of multiple kinds that have
developed over the course of these encounters, are inter twined with Malate’s local reality. The
network of human relations, cross-cultural desires of different kinds, as well as the gazes and
illusions conjured by one’s imagination, are meshed together. ‘Tell Me What You Want’, as a
common greeting for attracting guests on the street, points directly to the transactional nature
of the streets of Malate. The artist fuses local urban negotiation techniques during the process
of film production, experimenting with the human relations and economic structures in such
interactions, while also drawing out the definitions of friendship exchange and behaviours in
different cultures. This is juxtaposed with the stereotypical impressions of nationalities and
the class consciousness hidden behind touristic enter tainment and cross-border transactions.
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HUGO BOSS ASIA ART: Award for Emerging Asian Artists
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Rockbund Art Museum, Shanghai, China
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The HUGO BOSS ASIA AWARD, — which is made up of the award selection process, the exhibition
of the finalist artists and the ongoing public and educational programs — has ser ved as a platform
for young talented artists throughout Asia, and is committed to exploring and presenting different
ar tistic and social contexts in present-day Greater China and Southeast Asia. “The HUGO BOSS
ASIA AWARD has taken a wonderful development. We are very enthusiastic about the 2017 show
and the inspiring works of the nominated artists,” said Dr. Hjördis Kettenbach, Head of Cultural
Affairs, HUGO BOSS AG. As Larys Frogier, the Director of Rockbund Art Museum and Chair of
the HUGO BOSS ASIA ART jury elaborates, “With brilliant and often unexpected uses of video,
sculpture, installation and performance, the four artists unfold through the Museum new forms
of narratives and exciting jumps or twists from cultural contexts to subjective fantasies, from
historical references to new contemporary social topics, from documentary displays to fictional
experiences. The very unique proposals made by each of the artists demonstrate how fresh,
meaningful and decisive are their contribution to invigorate the contemporary art scenes in
China and Asia.”
The diversity among emerging Asian ar tists is amply demonstrated through the rich and flexible
forms of creativity in the four nominated artists, with artworks that span sculpture, videos,
photographs and installations. The ar tworks range from the natural sciences to conceptual
representations, from observations of urban life and dwellers to artistic declarations emerging
from such observations.
Li Qi, the senior curator of the exhibition, remarks, “In the exhibition, the four finalist artists of
2017 HUGO BOSS ASIA ART Award not only show representative works from recent years but
also focus on presenting new works commissioned by the Rockbund Art Museum. We can clearly
recognize that the four artists contribute to a new language and form in visual art through their
practices. They care for artistic traditions, mass culture, cross-disciplinary boundaries, and active
inter ventions in reality. Their growth has accompanied the process whereby the contemporary
ar tistic systems of the region have progressively become more rounded out. They actively
maintain their own creative autonomy, seeking creative freedom and space while hoping to realize
progressive breakthroughs. Through life, travels, reading, friendships, and even meditation, they
can experience a broader world, while at the same time continually delve into their own minds
and spirits, constantly seeking and exploring. Through the exhibition, we can sense the ardor,
energy, and attention of the artists, and share their wealth of emotions and rational reflections...”
Videos and video installations play a significant role in Li Ming’s practice. His latest work
Rendering the Mind was shot in Shanghai Mansion, a five-star hotel with a storied history of
over eighty years. Inspired by the shape of the building and the materials of the external walls,
the ar tist produced a series of stories that came about in the space between the public and the
private. Besides presenting a series of relevant performances and videos, Li Ming also used the
zigzag space in the museum to extend his works by linking the space with scenes in his previous
video productions, such as a subway tunnel under construction, the construction site of an ar t
museum and a factory that produces clocks and watches. His works usually start with an image,
word, movement or atmosphere that arouses his interest and ends up embodying his personal
character of sensitivity, subtlety, intuition and humor. His interest shifts from the interaction
between the camera and the consciousness of the viewer to the discussion of the social contex ts
such as spaces, edges and exits, on which the vision of his works is based. His conception of
boring and even ridiculous scenes serves as a rebellion against the bored impulse, as uneasy
exploration of meaning, and even as the sarcasm historically and humanely. Yet all of them turn
out to be diverse approaches to killing time.

Moving images and video installations make up Tao Hui’s oeuvre. The material he uses is highly
connected to his personal experiences, such as the collective viewing experiences as solidified
by dramatic moments in domestic Chinese soap operas and T V variety shows, the folktales
circulating in the villages of the Chinese hinterland, as well as fateful events of the characters
witnessed by the ar tist. In this exhibition, he presents a new multi-channel video installation
Hello, Finale which is in the form of video array and is composed of nine TV-series-like videos
showing characters making phone calls to other people. Hello, Finale was shot during Tao Hui’s
stay in Kyoto, Japan this year. Nine characters from different jobs of life in Japan discuss the
relationships between finitude, end, death and other topics in films and television dramas. In the
exhibition, he also presents some previous works. Tao Hui illustrates slyly on social structures,
the circumstances in which individuals find themselves, and the interactions between individuals
through his unique creation of narrative videos in his calm and collected humor.
Yu Ji deals chiefly with sculptures and installations along with performances and videos. Her
recent works, the live performance accompanied by sculptures, are just like meticulously set up
“scenes of labor”. In the exhibition, she presents the newly produced environment installation
Etudes — Lento IV. Unlike the volume and structure of the previous pieces in her Etudes — Lento
series, this one is hung in the room, making the dropping colophony and resin clearly visible under
the suppor t of the iron-chain structure; the solidified gossamer of colophony dangles above the
floor. The ar tist attempts to guide viewers to sense the fragile yet simple relationship between
human beings, materials and nature through the tensile contrary between inward complicity and
outward purity. Other works in the exhibition include Flesh in Stone — Stone Head, which is the
first piece with concrete emotional details among her serial works Flesh in Stone, as well as
Passage, a brand new video work lasting 11 minutes. The oeuvre presented, with their divergent
creative directions, expand Yu Ji’s ar t practices to a more stereoscopic dimension, demonstrating
her myriad thoughts on tradition, the environment, self-being and ar t through the deconstruction
and reconstruction of the classical contex ts of sculpture.
Robert Zhao Renhui has unique artistic concepts and practices - his works lie between the
documentary and the fictional, creating invisible substances by melding obser vation and
imagination. The Institute of Critical Zoologists (IC Z) is a fictional scientific organization
and program created by the ar tist that is devoted to natural history, visual ar ts and ecology.
By entering the field of ar t though the construction of scientific discourses and images, he
expresses his concerns about the relationship between humanity and nature as well as how
human’s attitudes and opinions influence our own cognition of the natural world. This time,
he builds up an environment relevant to a Malayan Island of nature, history and society. The
exhibition space is transformed into an independent hall of a natural history museum, where
there will be the installations covering the objects, materials, antiques, books and etc. that he
collected during his visits to various zoos over the past ten years. Echoing the history of the
museum building as the former Royal Asiatic Society building, these installations will trigger
viewers’ adventurous experiences when obser ving and exploring the multiple narrative forms.
Meanwhile, several other representative works are on show. The composition of photographs,
documentary images and documents resulted from his individual interruption reminds people to
reconsider the relationships between community, individuals and nature in a tumultuous society
where the violent interaction between human and nature transpires.
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HUGO BOSS ASIA ART: Award for Emerging Asian Artists, Rockbund Art Museum, 2017.
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Hello, ﬁnale!
⡹㥩湈걧!
2017
HD video installation, colour, sound
䨔㕭넞幡ꏖ⫸酤縨䕙蒀剣耪
40 min

‘Hello, Finale!’ is a multi-channel video work the artist has created especially for the “HUGO BOSS ASIA ART: Award for Emerging Asian Artists” exhibition (2017). Nine videos
are arranged in a speciﬁc array within the exhibition space, emphasising the intertextuality and parallel between the video works. The arrangement also serves as an interactive
viewing experience akin to surﬁng TV channels at home. Written by the artist himself, the video script eventually leads to the incomplete, one-way dialogue presented by the
central character over the phone. Shot in Kyoto, elements the popular Japanese drama genre are woven into ‘Hello, Finale!’, from setting to performance. However, Tao’s script,
spoken in Japanese, relates to both social news about China and the artist’s personal experience, evoking a sense of distance yet simultaneously pointing at familiarity.
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Selected Works
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The Tangible Ones
㈔♧Ⱘ넒涸➃
2018
Installation view

㾝錓植㜥

Digital fan projection and sound
Ⰼ䜂괏䩏 ㊨ゅ 㽯㼄〳隶
10 min 36 sec
Watch video 錙溏鋕걽
Password: taohui1987

In ‘The Tangible Ones’, two young women, French and Chinese, mumble to no one fragments of their lives and their longing for their lovers. Engaging the viewer with their
silhouettes, intricate melodies, monologues and sing-songs, these ﬁctional characters ﬁnd themselves in an ambiguous parallel nearing relegation to each other, as though two
spirits in a hyperrealistic realm constructed of shadows and media. Conceived from this ad hoc combination of monologues and humming, the open-ended narrative in ’The
Tangible Ones’ casts the viewer’s personal memories as the narrative backdrop to the lovers’ absence.
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An Interview with Leng Shuihua, Writer of The History of Southern Drama
⽂倰䨠ⷛ〷⡲㹻ⲇ宐蔄鏞锒
2018
Single channel video, colour, sound
㋲鸑麤ꏖ 䕙蒀剣耪
10 min 46 sec
Watch video 錙溏鋕걽
Password: taohui1987

Leng Shuihua Youth Age No. 1
⽂倰䨠ⷛ〷⡲㹻ⲇ宐蔄ꫬ䎃儗➿No. 1
2018
Digital output
侷焺鱑ⴀ

Leng Shuihua Youth Age No. 2
⽂倰䨠ⷛ〷⡲㹻ⲇ宐蔄ꫬ䎃儗➿No. 2
2018
Digital output
侷焺鱑ⴀ

Joint Images
䧮⦛Ⱏず涸䕎韌
2016
Screenshot, HD video, colour, sound
䨔㕭 넞幡ꏖ⫸ 䕙蒀 剣耪
14 min 27 sec

Watch video 錙溏鋕걽
Password: taohui1987

Ten iconic TV clips were selected to play continuously at random in the background, including
news, TV series, entertainment and reality shows, etc. Standing before the screen, the actors
recreate the TV scene and synchronise the lines, building up a displaced sense of truth and
false, and revealing an absurd combination of reality and virtuality. Taking as a departure point
collective memory and group experience, Tao expresses his thoughts on “mass media” and “acting”.
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Excessive
㢴긄涸
2015
Screenshot, HD video, colour, sound
䨔㕭 넞幡ꏖ⫸ 䕙蒀 剣耪
19 min 32 sec

Watch video 錙溏鋕걽
Password: taohui1987

In the multi-channel video installation ‘Excessive’, Tao Hui presents a narrative of conﬂict. A young girl’s extra
ﬁnger causes enormous grief in her family, leading her to cut it off with a kitchen knife and burn it to ashes.
Here, Tao eliminates the backdrop of each scene, leaving only the characters with a few props and a male’s
narration throughout the video. This technique lends emphasis to the concept of performance within the piece.
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1 Character & 7 Materials
♧⦐➃暟莄♫媯稇勞
2015
Screenshot, single channel HD video, colour, sound
䨔㕭 ㋲걽麤馄幡ꏖ⫸ 䕙蒀剣耪
11 min 48 sec

Watch video 錙溏鋕걽
Password: taohui1987

The sound installation “1 Character” consists of a conﬁned box, similar to a telephone booth or a confession
room, which contains a microphone as a metonymy for the paradoxical presence of an absent character,
recognisable only by her voice. The viewers are invited to listen to her story using wireless headphones
while watching the videos. Tao Hui shows his elaborate sensitivity as a storyteller in describing the
vicissitudes of his marginalised subjects and the recurrent themes in his practice, such as cross-border
anxiety, the crisis of marriage, and the consequences of moral prejudice deﬁning “tabooed” relationships.
The video installation “7 Materials” presents seven clips played on shufﬂe. Seemingly independent,
they are interconnected in the sense that viewers are free to associate, reorganise and string
together their interpretations of the stories with the aid of the audio clues. These seven videos
are displayed in a setting hinting at the features of a bus station – a metaphor for a transient
public space where individuals meet daily, linked by their physical closeness, but still absorbed
in their private, individual spaces. The fragmentation of the visual materials, the deconstruction
of space and the overlapping of temporalities thus correspond to our existential state.
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‘1 Character & 7 Materials’ consists of a video and a soundtrack. Indepedent from the visuals, the voice
recording is based on a script written by the artist. The two materials should be watched and listened
simultaneously but there are no prescribed rules as to how exactly they are to be experienced. During
the exhibition, the 7 videos are played on a loop at random, and as such viewers may experience different
combinations of sounds and videos. The way the viewer reacts emotionally to the story is therefore intimately
related to the images that are being screened as well as the accompanying audio. The online version works
similarly except the audio has been incorporated into the video, both of which are then edited into Chinese
and English versions. However, the actual exhibition offers a much wider spectrum of viewing possibilities .
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The Dusk of Teheran
䗞랱貼涸랓僊
2014
Watch video 錙溏鋕걽
Password: taohui1987

Single channel HD video, colour, sound
㋲걽麤넞幡ꏖ⫸ 䕙蒀 剣耪
4 min 14 sec

In Iran, the rights of women are suppressed in the name of protecting women. Within the framework of marriage
law, women are always put in a passive position. Entertainment is forbidden for women and female singers are
not allowed to give open performances. Hong Kong is a place that traditionally champions individual freedom;
women there can freely pursue their own love interests, dreams and lifestyle. For this work, I invited an Iranian
girl who works for a theater to reenact the late Hong Kong female singer Anita Mui’s speech to her fans. The
speech shows Anita Mui’s freedom in pursuing love and marriage. Here I try to ﬂesh out, within a particular
narrative frame, the differences and similarities between people from different countries and geographies.
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The Acting Tutorial
怵䪮侅玐
2014
Still, inkjet print; single channel HD video, colour, sound
ⷛ撑 谀遮䗎㑑㋲걽麤넞幡ꏖ⫸ 䕙蒀 剣耪
16 min 43 sec
Watch video 錙溏鋕걽
Password: taohui1987

‘The Acting Tutorial’ is a narrative experiment featuring 13 actresses, who construct a half serious and half
humourous tutorial through a performative language that is both exaggerated and deliberately ambiguous.
շ怵䪮侅玐ո僽♧⦐侃✲㻜뀿կ
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Talk about Body
锒魧넒
2013
Watch video 錙溏鋕걽
Password: taohui1987

Single channel video, colour, sound
㋲걽麤넞幡ꏖ⫸ 䕙蒀 剣耪
3 min 45 sec

The artist dresses as an Islamic girl, giving a speech to an audience in “her” own room. Drawing reference
from an article written by a physical anthropologist who analyzes his own body, Tao discusses his body
structure, physiognomy characteristics, lineage and gene in the voice of an old woman, offering a factual
and detailed analysis of himself in a ceremonial manner. Here, Tao attempts to abandon emotion and focus
on his own material body, reﬂecting on religion as a spiritual prison whilst in search of a balance between
the material body and the spiritual body.
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Mongolism
褐〢氿
2010
Single channel video, colour, sound
㋲걽麤넞幡ꏖ⫸ 䕙蒀剣耪
30 min 1 sec
Watch video 錙溏鋕걽
Password: taohui1987

Set against the backdrop of modernisation, ‘Mongolism’ is about the mental state of youngsters in the age
of cross-border ideology. Improvised cinematography, television script writing, traditional art and folklore;
these are but elements of the work which, coupled with nonsensical character relationships, create an
isolated political scene within a soap opera about self-consciousness.
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BIOGRAPHY

TAO HUI
Born in 1987 in Yunyang, Chongqing, China
Awards
2008 ‘Special Award of Contemporary Art Archive from Sichuan Fine Arts Institute’
China
2015 ‘The Grand Prize at ‘19th Contemporary Art Festival Sesc_Videobrasil: Southern
Panoramas’’, São Paulo, Brazil
‘Art Sanya & Huayu Youth Award’, Sanya, China
Solo Exhibitions
2019
2018
2018
2017
2016
2015
2015
2013

‘Rhythm and Senses’, Edouard Malingue Gallery, Hong Kong
‘The History of Southern Drama, Scene A’, Chi-wen Gallery, Taipei, Taiwan
‘TAO HUI’, The Breeder Gallery, Athens, Greece
‘Not at all’, OCAT Xi’an, Xi’an, China
‘Now & Then’, Galeria UNTILTHEN, Paris, France
‘New Directions: Tao Hui’, UCCA, Beijing, China
‘1 Character & 7 Materials’, AIKE-DELLARCO, Shanghai, China
‘Sightseers’, Space Space, Chengdu, China

Selected Group Exhibitions
2019
‘Daisuke Miyatsu Collection x Kasama Museum Blending the quintessence of modern and contemporary art’, Kasama Nichido
Museum of Art, Tokyo
‘Collezione Videobrasil, Opere Vincintrici Del Contemporary Art Festival Sesc_Videobrasil’, MACRO ASILO, Rome, Italy
‘Remapping Reality: Selected Video Collection from Wang Bing’, OCAT Shanghai, China
‘An Opera for Animals’, Para Site, Hong Kong and Rockbund Art Museum, Shanghai, China
‘Body Search 1’, Museum of Contemporary Art Leipzig (GfZK), Leipzig, Germany
Airport Biennale 2019, Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport Cultural Town, Guangzhou, China
‘In My Room’, Antenna Space, Shanghai, China
2018
‘Force as Fulcrum’, New Century Art Foundation, Beijing, China
‘Well-Wish’, Gallery Vacancy, Shanghai, China
‘Saudade;Unmemorable Place in Time’, Belem Cultural Center, Lisbon, Portugal
‘Bangkok Art Biennale 2018‘, Bangkok, Thailand
‘Heterotopia On the Route’, The Galaxy Museum of Contemporary Art, Chongqing, China
‘One Star, One Travel’, Zhi Art Space, Chongqing, China
‘Play & Loop’, Blindsopt Gallery, Hong Kong
‘Flim Screening II’, Edouard Malingue Gallery, Hong Kong
‘STATO STAZIONARIO’, CRAC Puglia, Taranto, Italy
‘Dominus Vobiscum’, ooojh, Seoul, Korea
‘New Video In China: New Attitude since 2010’, Anren, Chengdu, China
‘Pseudo-& Hetero’, Lithium Gallery, Chicago, US
‘How Little You Know About Me’, MMCA, Seoul, Korea
‘Frontier: Re-assessmentt of Post-Globalisational Politics’, OCAT, Beijing, China
‘Heterotopia On the Route’, The Galaxy Museum of Contemporary Art, Chongqing, China

2017
‘Performing Dramas: Screening of Short Films by Contemporary Artists’, chi K11 art museum, Shanghai, China
‘Exhibition of Nominated Artists of HUGO BOSS ASIA ART Award for Emerging Asian Artists 2017’, Rockbund Art Museum, Shanghai, China
‘Cities Grow in Diffrerence: Bi-city Biennale of Urbanism/Architecture’, Nantou Old-town, Shenzhen, China
‘Simultaneous Eidos: Guangzhou Image Triennial 2017’, Guangdong Museum of Art, Guangzhou, China
‘Culture City of East Asia 2017 Kyoto: Asia Corridor Contemporary Art Exhibition’, Nijo Castle, Kyoto Art Center, Kyoto,
Japan
‘Spectrosynthesis’, MOCA Taipei, Taipei, Taiwan
‘Prospectif Cinéma’ programme, Centre Pompidou, Paris, France
The 2nd “Dao Jiao New Art Festival”, XI Contemporary Art Center, Dongguan, China
‘I SEE International Video Art Festival’, Berlinische Galerie, Berlin, Germany
‘The exhibition of Annual of Contemporary Art of China, Beijing Minsheng Art Museum, Beijing, China
‘Texture of the Era, Selected works of Sichuan Fine Arts Institute’, National Art Museum of China, Beijing, China
‘One Second Ago’, Edouard Malingue Gallery, Hong Kong
‘Open field of vision’, Ink Not Ink Contemporary Art Space, Qingdao, China
‘Reciprocal Enlightenment’, CAFA Art Museum, Beijing, China
‘Talk, Talk’, Surplus Space, Wuhan, China
‘The mulberry forest becoming ocean’, Esther Schipper, Berlin, Germany
2016
‘I SEE International Video Art Festival’, Goethe-Institut China (Beijing), Sichuan Fine Arts Institute (Chongqing), New
Media Art, Department for Culture and Education of the German Consulate General in Shanghai (Shanghai), China
‘Performance in Mirror’, New Century Art Foundation, Shanghai, China
“Hack Space”, chi K11Art Space, Shanghai, China
‘Act’, OCAT Shenzhen, Shenzhen, China
‘Why Not Ask Again: 11th Shanghai Biennale’, PSA, Shanghai, China
‘New Order: Alter Mondi Alismf’, Just Space, Sanya Edition, China
‘The Image Expression in The Art Practice of New Generation’, Xi’ an Art Museum, Xi’an, China
‘Turning Point: Contemporary Art in China since 2000’, Minsheng Art Museum, Shanghai, China
‘IN SILENCE’, Pearl Lam Galleries, Singapore
‘This Future of Ours’, Red Brick Art Museum, Beijing, China
‘Annual Exhibition of Contemporary Art in China 2015’, Minsheng Art Museum, Shanghai, China
‘Trust me if You Can’t’, Sabsay, Copenhagen, Denmark
‘Journey’, AM Art Space, Shanghai, China
‘New Capital: Huang Yu Collection Exhibition’, Chengdu Contemporary Art Museum, Chengdu, Sichuan, China
‘Tutorials-Moving Images and A User’s Guide from China’’, Pino Pacali Museum Foundation, Polignano a Mare (BA), Italy
‘Art Basel 2016: Film Sector’, agnès b. CINEMA, Hong Kong Art Centre, Hong Kong
‘Hack Space’, K11 Foundation Pop-up Space, Hong Kong
‘M + Screening: Fourty Years’, Broadway Cinematheque, Hong Kong
‘Action Image’, Blue Roof Museum, Chengdu, China
‘The Exhibition, Bentu, Chinese artists at a time of turbulence and transformation’, Fondation Louis Vuitton, Paris,
France
‘The Collection, A selection of Chinese works’, Fondation Louis Vuitton, Paris, France
2015
‘Talk about Body’, AIKE-DELLARCO, Shanghai, China
‘Winter Discovery’, 1000 Plateaus, Chengdu, China
‘Shanghai Deal’, Radical Space, Shanghai, China
‘2015 Europa Tour: Contemporary Art from China, Faith/ Freedom/ Future-proof’, Okreg Warszawski Zwiazku Polskich
Artystów Plastyków, Warsaw, Poland
‘19th Contemporary Art Festival Sesc Videobrasil: Southern Panoramas’, São Paulo, Brazil
‘Essential Matters – Moving Images from China’, Borusan Contemporary, Istanbul, Turkey

‘Perched in the Eye of a Tornado’, Ying Space, Beijing, China
‘Sunlight – between Teheran and Chongqing’, LP Art Space, Chongqing, China
2014
‘Winter Group Show’, AIKE-DELLARCO, Shanghai, China
‘Où vas-tu?’, Espace des Arts Sans Frontières, Paris, France
‘Positive Space’, Times Museum, Guangzhou, China
‘UP-YOUTH, China Young Artists Exhibition’, Times Art Museum, Beijing, China
‘Iran to China’, Darbast Platform, Mohsen Gallery, Teheran, Iran
2013
‘Be Conscious Of Yourself’, Suzhou Museum,Suzhou, China
‘Art Basel Leap Video Project ’, Hong Kong
‘18th Contemporary Art Festival Sesc_Videobrasil: Southern Panoramas’, São Paulo, Brazil
2012
‘The Worst Show’, Gland, Beijing, China
‘Listen’, Beijing, China
2011
‘54 International Youth Art Festival’, Beijing, China
‘Look at the Future’, Chengdu Biennale Special Invitational Exhibition, Winshare Art Museum,Chengdu, China
‘Workshop’, Organhaus Art Space, Chongqing, China
‘Chongqing Independent Film & Video Festival’, Chongqing, China
2010
‘Everywhere’, Organhaus Art Space, Chongqing, China
‘Xun Ji’, CAEA Art Space, Chongqing, China
‘Location: Dragon Fountain Bathhouse’, Forget Art, Beijing, China
‘Theme Exhibition The 70th Anniversary of Birth of Sichuan Fine Arts Institute’, Chongqing Art Museum, Chongqing,
China
Public Collection
M+ Museum Hong Kong
Kadist Foundation, San Francisco
Louis Vuitton Foundation, Paris
K11 Art Foundation, Hong Kong
New Century Art Foundation, Beijing
Sunpride Foundation, Taipei
National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art, Korea (MMCA), Seoul
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搂㕜歲谁遯⚥䗱䊼랫岁㕜
չ琎噲瑠պ
儘➿繡遯긭䑞䊝⚥㕜
չ偒圓㝝պ
儘➿繡遯긭⻍❩⚥㕜
չ䧮⦛㥶⡦䧭捀⚆歲涸♧鿈ⴕպ
DAC⼧倰谁遯⚥䗱ꅾ䣔⚥㕜
չ⟻剽ⵌ⚥㕜պ
Darbast䎂〵槈喀殥䐤䗞랱貽⟻剽
2013
չ荈䧮欰䧭պ
豤䊝繡遯긭豤䊝⚥㕜
չLEAP껻度䊼㝱晋佞僦갪湡պ껻度 ⚥㕜
痧18㾂SESC䊼銯ꏗ⫹谁遯眏չ⽂鿈兞պ㋲⯋翱⥃繏䊼銯
2012
չ剓䊴涸㾝錒պ
ⴕ屲㜥⻍❩⚥㕜
չ⫄铞պ
⻍❩⚥㕜
2011
չ溏劆劢⢵պ
䧭鿪꧱䎃㾝暶ⴽ鼝锞㾝俒鮯繡遯긭䧭鿪⚥㕜
չ䊨⡲㖷պ
㐼瑠⚥㕜
չꅾ䣔栬用䕧㾝պCIFVF㻜뀿ꨶ䕧㋲⯋ꅾ䣔⚥㕜
2010
չ搂贖♶㖈պ
㐼瑠ꅾ䣔⚥㕜
չ㼦騋պ
CACE谁遯瑠ꅾ䣔⚥㕜
չ㖒럊륌屮峤嵮պ
륌屮峤嵮⻍❩⚥㕜
չ㔋䊛繡遯㷸ꤎ70鹋䎃吥䣔㾝պ
ꅾ䣔繡遯긭ꅾ䣔⚥㕜
2008
չ㔋䊛繡遯㷸ꤎ屘殥禺䎃㾝պ
ꅾ䣔⚥㕜
佐询

M+繡遯긭껻度
⽓裦倛暶谁遯㛇ꆄ剚莍ꆄ㿋
騟僒˖㪮涬㛇ꆄ剚䊼랫
K11谁遯㛇ꆄ剚껻度
倞⚆私殹➿谁遯㛇ꆄ剚⻍❩
뀺ꤿ㛇ꆄ剚〵⻍
ꯓ㕜㕜用植殹➿繡遯긭껷晋
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